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President’s Blog 3
Bob Docherty President

IFSM Conference Gaydon 2006

Dear members and readers,
for my third picture, a
touch of nostalgia but also
sadness. This was taken at
one of our conferences at
the Heritage Motor Museum,
Gaydon where we use to do

it more formally with a Chair
for the day. The Chair for the
day was Dr Andrew Platten.
Andrew was killed on his
bicycle by a young driver
being chased by the Police in
2016.

Andrew was a great friend to me
and the Institute and helped and
supported us when we re-launched
in 2005. He also provided speakers,
chaired conferences and was also
an external adviser on membership
and fire risk assessor applications.
He is still sadly missed and always
remembered.
Continued overleaf
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Although we have been in lockdown
behind the scenes it has been hectic.
I think members will appreciate
this from the number of member’s
emails I have sent out dealing with
a myriad of fire safety issues mainly
coming out of the new legislation,
new BSI and PAS documents and the
confusion that is the EWS1 form. I
am hoping that the last issue will be
resolved once the new Fire safety Act
gets underway!
I know that members are still
experiencing problems with
insurance, and I have heard from
a number of architects who are
now being targeted for exclusion
of all things to do with fire on their
policies. This is a worrying time as
the Government will not be able to
physically carry out its legislative
demands if fire engineers and fire
risk assessors cannot get PI cover.
Together with Dennis Davis from the
Fire Sector Federation, we are trying
to get the message to Government.
I have been engaged with several
members, especially Lucy Cowell, in
drafting a register for enforcers and
regulators. This will be similar to

TFRAR but specifically designed for
enforcement officers and regulators.
I am thinking of doing the same
for fire engineers and will put a
proposal forward at our next council
meeting although I would like to
have the views of members on this.
I am looking forward to the ‘grand
opening up’ with our events at
Silverstone and Keele on the horizon
and not to forget the President’s
Golf Tournament on 12th and 13th
September 2021 in Essex. I am
also discussing with the Chairman
the possibility of starting up
workshops again with a few ‘tasty’
themes including ‘EWS1 forms’, CFD
modelling and ‘FRA Templates – a
comparison’ so there is plenty of
activity in the next 12 months.

I hope to meet you all face to face in
the coming months, it will be great
to be back to ‘normal’.
As always – STAY SAFE

Bob Docherty
President

Sponsor of the President

Finally, can I welcome in these pages
Zoe to the office team and add my
thanks to all the staff at the IFSM
offices for their hard work in trying
times to keep this ‘juggernaut’
rolling. And it is a juggernaut! We are
growing like ‘topsy’ and that’s down
to all our efforts to get the IFSM
message out there.
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In this issue...
•
•
•
•

Tiered Fire Risk Assessors Register PODS
The Institute of Fire Safety Managers
Firehub
Anne Isaacs joins the Worshipful Company
of Firefighters
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• A new appointment: Zoe Hadala-Holmes
• The Thoughts of the Chairman
• Hybrid working will require enhanced
integration of fire and security systems
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New
Appointment

To all members and readers of Daedalus, please can we
introduce you to our newest member of the IFSM office
team, Zoe Hadala-Holmes. Zoe has joined us right
at the time of a massive increase in all our activities
including new members and applications for TFRAR.
We are now starting to return to ‘normal’ so you will be
able to meet up with Zoe in person at one of our events,
and in the meantime, I am sure you would all like to join
Council in wishing Zoe all the best in her new job!

Hello Everyone!
Hello, my name is Zoe Hadala-Holmes and I am now
working with the IFSM as an office administrator as
of the 4th May. I have come from a customer service
background and I also have a Law with Criminology
Degree. I have a keen interest in the Women’s football
league (I am a Chelsea supporter) and enjoy travelling.
I look forward to getting stuck into my new role and
working with you all!
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Tiered Fire Risk Assessors
Register PODS
Speciality /
Sector PODS
You may recall in Edition 45 we started to look at the idea
of ‘bubbles’ within our Tiered Fire Risk Assessors register.
The concept followed on from enquiries we had had
from organisations and individuals who wanted to be on
a register but only carried
out fire risk assessments
within a very particular
sector of the community.
I think you will agree there
has been far too much
talk of tiers and bubbles
recently so with this in
mind, the concept has
remained the same, but
the name has changed
from bubbles to specialist /
sector pods. As this article
goes to print, we are in the
very final stages of testing
the new website software
and the concept, if its hasn’t
already, will soon become live!
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Within Tier 2 we have set up a sector pod for :
•
•
•
•

Heritage Buildings
Education
Construction
Healthcare

But there is also the option to select ‘other’ and specify
your pod.

Continued overleaf
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The procedure will be the
same as for Tier 2 with
the applicant submitting
Fire Risk Assessments that
they have completed for
their sector/specialism.
Applications options ‘Pre
– Assessment’ and ‘Stage
1 only’ will still apply for
Applicants wishing to
choose them. Our updated
guidelines to include
pods will be available
to download from our
website when the scheme is
launched.

Non UK PODS

We have also had enquires from those working outside
of the UK who again wish to be recognised by having a
place on Tier 2 or Tier 3. Those successful applicants
will be placed on a separate non UK register specifying
their country of employment. Careful consideration
has been given on how to ensure competency and is
summarised below.
The entry requirements for Non-UK at Tier 2 will
consist of:
Stage 1: Submission for review and assessment of two
fire risk assessments that the Applicant has recently
carried out, and
Stage 2: Proof of achievement and a pass in a
recognised national qualification which is equivalent to
a UK Level 3 (or above) award in Fire Risk Assessment
/ Fire Safety (this award must have formal ‘accredited’
status in the country that the Fire Risk Assessor is
operating in).
The entry requirements for Non-UK at Tier 3 will
consist of:
• Proof that they have been individually certified,
accredited or validated as a competent Fire Risk Assessor
by a third-party accreditation/certification body.
• Submission for review and assessment of two
Fire Risk Assessments that the Applicant has recently
carried out in line with the definition of high risk and
complex buildings, and,
• Proof of achievement and a pass in a recognised
national qualification which is equivalent to a UK Level

4 (or above) award in Fire Risk Assessment / Fire Safety
(this award must have formal ‘accredited’ status in the
country that the Fire Risk Assessor is operating in).

Pricing table for TFRAR
APPLICATION
FEE

POST PRELIMINARY
FEE

ANNUAL
FEE

Tier 1		
Standard

£45

-

£45

Fast Track

£45

-

£45

Tier 2
Standard**

£600

-

£70*

Accelerated

£66

-

£70*

With Pre Assessment**

£180

£510

£70*

Stage 1 Only**

£250

-

£70*

Non-UK

£250

-

£70*

Standard

£66

-

£80

Non-UK

£250

-

£80

Tier 3

* Periodical review fees of £250
** Includes specialist / sector pods

This article is just a heads up to let all members and
readers know it’s on its way! More detailed guidance
will be released in the form of an appendix to the TFRAR
formal guidance document. We are hoping to do a
short presentation at our meeting at Silverstone to
launch the initiative.
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The Thoughts of the
Chairman...
Summer is just around the corner; and let us hope the
weather picks up from what it has been, a lot of rain and
strong winds. Hopefully coming out of lock down and
full normality soon approaching, we can get some sort
of summer holiday and recharge our batteries. But more
importantly we can get the Institute running in its normal
way with face-to-face meetings and events.
Even in these unusual times, I can report that we go
from strength to
strength in many
ways, not least
our membership
numbers. In the
last 4 months
our membership
has grown by an
amazing 20%
and our Affiliate
membership has
grown by an even
more staggering
32% in the same
period. I must
thank Sophie in our
office for her hard
work in achieving
such figures. Well
done!
We have also increased the number of staff we employ. In
7 months, we have increased from 2 members of staff to 6.
We have also moved to new offices in May which are more
practical for a growing organisation.
On March 16th we also had an addition to the IFSM family.
This is what I call the first IFSM baby! Baby Finley aka
baby Dave was born to our longest serving member of
staff Bridget. Finley was born at 17:28 weighing a healthy
7lbs 10.5oz. I am sure you would all like to join me in
congratulating Bridget and Jake on the arrival of Finley.
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We have the following events booked: The long-awaited Presidents Dinner will take place at
the Rookery Hall Hotel in Cheshire on the 7th of August
2021. This is only 16 months later than its original date.
We also have our first technical meeting for over 17
months scheduled in, this will be held at the prestigious
Silverstone Race Circuit on Wednesday 4th August 2021
with four great speakers and a mini trade show.
We shall have a
stand at the Fire
Event at the NEC
in September
2021 to look
forward to.
This year’s AGM
will be held at
Keele University
on Wednesday
6th October 2021.
All the above
events will be
subject to any
future Covid
restrictions.
I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible at
this year’s events.

David White

FIFSM (Life), CMIOSH, MIFireE, MIIRSM. LCGI

Chairman
Sponsor of the Chairman
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Why hybrid working
will require enhanced
integration of fire and
security systems
As hybrid working practices continue and
buildings are partly occupied, integrating
access monitoring systems with fire detection
and evacuation procedures will be crucial to
ensuring occupant safety, says Chubb Fire and
Security’s Frederic Peyrot.
IFSEC Global (IG): How has the coronavirus
impacted the ability to effectively manage fire
safety?
Frederic Peyrot (FP):
The COVID-19 crisis has
created an environment
where buildings are
largely unoccupied, and
employees are adjusting to
hybrid working practices.
This means two significant
considerations for business decisionmakers – the
evolution of evacuation procedures and the need to
upgrade existing monitoring systems.
In the new normal it is often uncertain how many
people are actually in the office or another workplace
and the designated ‘leader’ for evacuation might not
be present either. It is also becoming increasingly
important to be able to monitor and detect fire risks
remotely when the office is unoccupied.
“It is also becoming increasingly important to
recognise that, in the age of hybrid working, fire and
security systems are not mutually exclusive.”
IG: What does this mean for decisionmakers and
facilities managers?

FP: It is essential that buildings and facilities managers
look at the potential problem now before an emergency
occurs, as it is not always the first consideration when
a building is partly occupied. The health of employees
is always top of mind. In these times, we find ourselves
helping our existing and prospective customers
recognise how they can anticipate any potential
problem in monitoring and detecting fire risks and
identify the correct systems they should employ.
Conducting a proper assessment of the changes that
are enforced by the fluid nature of who will be in
the office and the subsequent impact on fire safety
processes will allow businesses to better manage an
emergency. This can be as simple as making sure that
there are sufficient “leaders” in place on any given day
to help evacuate the building and having monitoring in
place on days when the office is unoccupied. It is also
essential that there are trained individuals who can
take the proper first actions to combat a fire, including
knowledge of the fire panel and training on extinguisher
management.
It is also becoming increasingly important to recognise
that, in the age of hybrid working, fire and security
systems are not mutually exclusive.
IG: How can Chubb help to mitigate these risks?
FP: We believe that, in order to protect lives and
maintain continuity, it is essential for building
managers to integrate their people counting and access
control solutions with the evacuation procedure to
ensure safety in the event of a fire, utilising Chubb’s
expertise in tailoring both fire and security solutions.
We have also observed growth in the monitoring part
Continued overleaf
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of our fire business as customers seek to protect other
key assets, which can be offered remotely. As is often
the case in the fire industry, regulation will respond to
catastrophe, but we are urging customers to consider
options as soon as possible, as buildings will likely be
only partly occupied for the foreseeable future.

significantly broader sources of data. Every building
and customer bring slightly different challenges. By
connecting fire and security solutions we can bring
significant value to systems, increase efficiencies, and
improve peace of mind to keep employees and assets
safe in a hybrid working environment.

In addition, to address the changing numbers of people
in the office, we are working on a mobile app which
provides open, direct, and interactive communication
with employees onsite at the same time as the
traditional loudspeaker alert or fire bell which, when
combined with an access control system, should be an
effective way to ensure evacuation.

Source IFSEC GLOBAL:
https://www.ifsecglobal.com/integrated-security/why-hybridworking-will-require-integration-fire-security-systems/

IG: How do integrated fire and security solutions
help combat fire risks?
FP: For a solutions provider like Chubb, encouraging
customers to adopt this type of system also allows us
to provide more insight and advice on account of the
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The Institute
of Fire Safety
Managers
A Short History
Written by Stuart Cocking

As the Institute approaches its 2000th member and
having just unveiled its new website it was suggested
by Richard Gordon, Council Member, that it would be
interesting and pertinent perhaps, to provide a short
history of the Institute’s beginnings and development,
for the benefit of existing and potential members. This
is it, and we hope that it instils interest and provides
sound reasons for joining what is a great organisation.
The Institute of Fire Safety Managers was formed in 1997
as an organisation that would provide a professional
‘haven’ for people who were involved directly with fire
safety management, in industry and commerce.
The aims and objectives of the Institute are:
To represent the views of professional fire safety managers
in all areas of their work, to encourage the exchange of
ideas between IFSM members, primarily within the UK, but
also throughout Europe and world-wide,
To promote fire safety management, sound fire
prevention and recognised fire safety practices, in
places of work.
To encourage liaison with other similar fire and
safety organisations and to liaise with all official
agencies connected with fire safety enforcement, fire
prevention and fire safety, including other institutions,
Government departments, and other agencies.
A key factor in forming the Institute was to promote and
encourage recognition of the FPA /CFPA Diploma and
other educational and vocational qualifications in fire
safety management, throughout industry, commerce
and enforcing agencies.
Approaches were made to other fire professional bodies
who, at the time, felt that the academic standard
represented by the CPFA Diploma did not equate to
some of their qualifications. This being the case, the
FPA Director Stewart Kidd suggested that a self-support

and networking institute be formed; this was supported
by members and steps taken to form the Institute.
Gary Whitworth, FIFSM (Life) and Life Vice President
and former Chief Fire Officer of the Kent Fire Brigade,
became the Institute’s first Chairman, Stewart Kidd,
Director of the FPA, became the first President and
May Husseyin took on the role of Secretary. Initial
membership was about 15-20 persons working for such
companies as Land-Rover Jaguar, British Telecom,
Marks & Spencer, Pfizer Pharmaceuticals in Kent and
BNF (Sellafield Power Station) in Cumbria. As more
individuals qualified with the CFPA Diploma, so the
numbers grew. John Young of Jaguar later took on
the role of Secretary General. Peter Cowland was Hon
Treasurer and, as many of our members will recall,
Peter continued in that role until recently; a great
servant to the institute, Peter is still involved with the
running of the organisation today.
Sadly, in 2005, the Institute had virtually ceased to
function and membership had dropped to about
10-20 members; the organisation was dormant. Dr.
Robert Docherty, who many of you will know through
his endeavours within the fire safety community and
especially through his commitment to the Institute
and fire safety matters generally, took the decision to
resurrect the Institute. He contacted several founder
members of the Institute along with several friends who
had worked with him within other fire organisations.
A meeting was arranged and took place on the 7th
February 2005 at the Quality Hotel, Hatfield, the aim being
to consider future developments and a clear way forward.
The following individuals attended: Gary Whitworth,
Peter Cowland and Ken Day, all of whom were founder
members. Dr Robert Docherty, John Williamson, Andy
Frankowski and Stuart Cocking also attended.
It is with great sadness that, at the time of writing this
item, we were informed of the death of Gary Whitworth
who passed away in the early morning of 11th February
2021 aged 84. Gary was, as stated above, a founder
member of the Institute way back in 1997 and served on
Council throughout the years until his death. Gary was
elected to President of the Institute for the years 2006
– 2008 and also served a term as Chairman. An active
and keen supporter of the Institute he was a great
role model for young members who took their elected
places on Council. The Institute benefitted greatly from
all his knowledge, enthusiasm, and experience which
he generously shared with all members.
Continued overleaf
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To quote our Chairman, Dave White, in his Obituary for
Gary; ‘Gary will be sadly missed, but he has left a lasting
legacy for all of us, and that is ‘the Institute’’.
At the meeting held on the 7th February 2005, Gary
welcomed the ad hoc committee and stated that
the aim of the meeting was to review and reaffirm
the commitment of all, to the Institute and, for this
meeting, to take decisions on positive action to restore
confidence in the Institute, of the members.
It was agreed that, for the purposes of the day, Gary
Whitworth would act as Chair of the meeting and Bob
Docherty would act as secretary. Ken Day was still, at
the time, the Membership Secretary. it was decided that
a new, larger team should be formed, at which time Dr
Bob Docherty, John Williamson, Stuart Cocking, and
Andy Frankowski came on board. It was agreed that
contact would be made with other members, including
May Husseyin who, as referred to above, held the
position of secretary in 1997.
There followed a very informative and useful meeting,
during which the following areas, essential to the ‘way
forward’, were covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constitutional amendments
Membership recruitment and qualifications for
entry to different grades
Membership current and future activities - Services
to members
Advertising of membership, the Institute through
publications/articles
Certification of risk assessors/risk assessment register
AGM and Council meeting dates
Secretariat and Officers of the Institute
Membership fees

Institute is now highly prominent within all fields of fire
safety and fire engineering. Through the hard work of a
small team, we are now represented on all key committees
and working groups within the United Kingdom. Council
is particularly proud of the formation of our first overseas
branch, formed in 2020, in Abu Dhabi.
The Institute provides various services to members which
Council are keen to expand further. Setting up an early
register of Fire Risk Assessors and then becoming the first
to establish a register for third party accredited fire risk
assessors, under our tiered register, details of which are
on the web site, is indicative of the foresight shown by
Council since the meeting held in 1995.
Listed below are a number of other services that have
been introduced for the benefit members.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fire Risk Assessors register for members
Accreditation for training courses
FRACS
TFRAR
Technical section
Competencies
Daedalus, a quarterly magazine for members
Regular updates on current matters, new legislation
and guidance documents for all Technical meetings
and workshops, for members, dealing with a range
of topical subjects
Apprenticeship guidance
Research scholarships
Golf days
President’s Annual Dinner

It was also agreed that a website should be set up at the
earliest opportunity and Dr R Docherty and Peter Cowland
agreed to look into this. The need to form a Limited
Company was discussed and it was agreed that this would
also be taken on board by the same individuals.

Council is proud of the progress that has been made and
the President’s Badge, displayed below, is something
which, it is hoped, many of our members will aspire to
hold at some stage in their career.Hopefully, from the
above information, potential members will realise that
The Institute of Fires Safety Managers is a progressive
and dynamic organisation which puts its members at
the forefront of its planning and development. It prides
itself on its open and transparent values and members
of Council are keen and looking
forward to seeing membership
continue to rise substantially in
the coming months.

Since that meeting the Institute has seen major growth in
all aspects of its work and membership, under the control
of our Chairman, Dave White, has increased to almost
2000; a great achievement. Applications in recent months
have shown exceptional growth, an indication that the

It is the members who make this
Institute what it is so come along,
join us and play an active part in
what is an organisation to be very
proud of.

It was agreed, unanimously, that the Institute would be
an organisation that is open, honest and transparent;
its integrity a banner to be held in high esteem.
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Firehub

Tier 3 IFSM Member, Matthew Spivey’s new fire
safety app is set to make waves in the fire safety
community. The specialised safety app has been
created with fire risk assessors and facilities
management teams in mind.

Time is precious. As a fire risk
assessor there are lots of ways to
have your time wasted; roadworks
and diversions, finding addresses in
maze-like estates, negotiating with
residents to gain access on-site and
the necessary safety procedures
from unprecedented global
pandemics to name but a few.
As the world gets back to normal
things are set to only get busier.
Firehub was built with the user
experience in mind. Matt Spivey
says, ‘risk assessments can take a
lot of time and, traditionally, they
are completed on spreadsheets and
Word documents. Adding images is
difficult and it is easy to spend more
time formatting the thing than it
takes to write it.’
‘We are all looking for efficiencies
and, sick of the laborious process
of creating our fire risk assessments
on other platforms, hunched over
a desk, I knew that there must be a
better way.’
‘Firehub was created as an
antidote to the restrictive apps and
programmes that we have all used
over the last few years. I wanted
Firehub to specialise in fire risk

assessments rather than health
and safety as a whole. We want to
allow the assessors to complete the
reports on-site and then get to the
next job without extra time spent
back at the office.’

an irrelevant question or edit a
response and complete the job that
you are there to do in the first place.
Personalisation, flexibility and
bespoke questions and responses
are all achievable with Firehub.”

The app is a time saving tool.
The questions, based on PAS-79
methodology, and range of preloaded responses make completing
reports quick and easy. Photos can
be uploaded immediately and no
internet connection or 4G is needed,
the app will work offline.

Firehub is perfect for your
customers too. Each customer
has a unique customer login that
will give them access to a clear
dashboard that confirms the time
and date of their assessment and
the assessor. They receive an email
notification when their report has
been published which they can
view online and download as a pdf
document, and all reports look
the same. The significant findings
from their sites will be listed on the
dashboard which clients can use as
a to-do list. This feature is especially
useful for multi-site customers; they
will have oversight across all their
properties and monitor progress
and improvements easily.

The reports are divided into sectors
based on the guidance documents
for each property type; Offices and
Shops, Factories and Warehouses,
Sleeping Properties etc. The reports
are tailored to the property that the
assessor is attending.
During extensive market research,
the Firehub team found an
overwhelming need for adaptability.
‘The main gripe with industry
professionals is that any app they
use is inflexible.’

Firehub is free to download and
available now on Android and iOS.
www.firehub.co.uk

‘Another key focus was to make
the app editable. We have all been
caught on-site, unable to skip over
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The professional fire
risk assessment app.
By fire risk assessors
for fire risk assessors
Firehub is the dedicated fire risk
assessment app built for you.
PAS-79 Methodology
Add images instantly
Secure database
Work off-line
Pre-loaded questions & responses
Bespoke client dashboard
Search reports via client and site
Customisable

Download for free on iOS
and Android and have
your first report on us.
www.firehub.co.uk
0843 658 1312

On 29 April 2021 IFSM Member
Anne Isaacs swore her Freedom
of the Worshipful Company of
Firefighters (WCFF)

Anne Isaacs MIFSM
joins the Worshipful
Company of
Firefighters
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Normally admission to Freedom
is carried out individually in a
short, but solemn, ceremony
by the Court of Assistants of
the WCFF but due to Covid
restrictions this was carried
out virtually, on the “Go to
Meetings” platform.
Seen in the photograph above
Anne is an Estates Manager in
Putney, south-west London,
where she manages all matters,
including fire safety, for over 200

luxury flats. She has a Diploma
in Business and Finance, a
BSc(Hons) in Occupational
Safety and Health as well as
holding a NEBOSH in Fire Safety
Management.
Anne is looking forward to
meeting us again at our next
Technical Event at Silverstone in
August.
Congratulations Anne.
Peter Cowland VP FIFSM .
Past Master Firefighter WCFF
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Appendix :

Worshipful Company
of Firefighters
The Livery Companies of the City
of London can trace unbroken
descent from Medieval Trade
Guilds. The term “Guild” is
said to derive from the Saxon
word ‘gild’, a payment, since
members paid towards the
cost of fellowship.
They protected consumers and
employers against incompetence or
fraud by training sufficient apprentices
to provide an adequate supply of skilled
craftsmen selling goods of true quality
and weight. Likewise, they prevented
unlimited competition and ensured
reasonable wages and conditions for
employees. They searched out inferior
work and punished the offenders. They
settled trade and domestic disputes by
arbitration, while their Livery Halls served
as centres for meeting and recreation.
Members paid contributions as to a
benefit society, and then received relief
when ill, infirm or old, and had their burial expenses
paid. There was a strong religious element in the Guilds,
each adopting a patron Saint and being attached to a
local monastery or church. The wearing of a livery arose
from a practice of wearing a distinctive form of dress on
solemn or festive occasions and spread from that.
The Guild of Firefighters was formed by the Father of the
Company, Gerald Clarkson CBE QFSM in 1988 and was
recognised by the City of London as it started its journey
towards Company and ultimately full Livery status.
In June 1995 the Guild fulfilled the first stage and was
granted the status of a City Company without Livery.
On the 23 October 2001 the City of London granted the
Company full Livery Status, when it became known as
the Worshipful Company of Firefighters.

The granting of Livery is afforded by the Court of
Aldermen of the City of London only after a rigorous
process of enquiry, necessary to establish the Company’s
credentials and ensure sufficient funds are maintained in
a Charity Account to satisfy minimum financial criteria,
that the Company has existed long enough to establish
its permanent nature and that its interests do not conflict
with those of existing Companies.
A number of IFSM Members already belong to the
WCFF so if you are interested in joining them, contact
Peter Cowland (pcowland@hotmail.com) for further
information. He will be pleased to expand further on the
Company.
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TFRAR Registrants Upgrades and
Newly Approved Members
of The Institute Of Fire Safety
Managers
18th January – 15th June 2021
96
47
0
0
0
197
103
76
3
0

TFRAR
NEW AFFILIATES
NEW FELLOWS
NEW LIFE FELLOWS
ACCREDITATION
NEW MEMBERSHIP GRADE
NEW ASSOCIATE GRADE
NEW TECHNICIAN GRADE
NEW STUDENT GRADE
HONORARY MEMBERS

Member

John Agnew		
Nicola Ainsworth		
Sam Alcock		
Joshua Alderson		
Joseph Allen		
Marc Anderson		
David Anderson		
Matthew Andrews		
Paul Archer		
Ellis Arnett		
Ralph Ash		
John Askew		
Brad Bannon
Upgrade
John Barker		
Scott Barnett		
Stephen Barrass
Upgrade
David Black		
Kolapo Olubukola Bolade		
Jason Bolton		
Zachary Botham		
Craig Bridge		
Paul Broomhead		
Charlie Brough		
Nigel Brown		
Robert Burns		
Simon Cable		
Robert Campbell		
Neil Carroll		
Sandra Clark		
Kevin Clarke		
Neill Cook		
Christopher Coulson		
David Crothers
Upgrade
Mark Cunningham		
Johnny Daffue		
Ian Dandy		
Tim Davidson
Upgrade
Peter-John Davies		
Claire Delo		
Matt Digby		
Kirk Douglass		
Bob Dow		
Abigail Dowling		
Sarah Duffy		
Michael Entwistle		
Ben Fildes		
Garrett Fitzgerald		
Adebayo Gabriel Ojo		
Ian Gasztowicz		
Craig Gibbons		
Mark Gilbert		
Chris Glass
Upgrade
Gary Graham		
Paul Gray		
Paul Hackett		
Mark Hallinan		
John Hamilton		
Robert Hanson		
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Joseph Rodney Harkins
Upgrade
Chris Harley		
Paul Harper		
Scott Hartnoll		
Danniel Hergest
Upgrade
Peter Higgs		
Andrew Holman		
Ihsanul Hoque
Upgrade
William Hornby		
Robert Howard		
Wayne Howatt
Upgrade
Martin Hunt		
James Hutton		
Oluwafeni Israel Akinyemi
Upgrade
Daniel Jackson		
Allison Jaques		
David Johnson		
Chloe Johnston		
Callum Jones
Upgrade
Stephen Kain
Upgrade
Garry Kelly		
Andrew Kelly		
Adil Khan		
Billy Khatib		
Steven Kingston		
David Knight		
Darren Knowles		
Ratheesh Kochuparampil Gopi		
Martin Lawless		
Luca Lelli		
Clive Lewis		
Ian Lister		
Tim Lock		
Napoleon III Malaluan		
Steven Manners		
Ian Markwell		
Stuart Martin		
Ben Mason
Upgrade
David Mason		
Emma Massey		
Nick Matthews		
John Mawdsley		
Paul May
Upgrade
Bruno Mazzoni		
Hugh McKay		
Mark McCreesh		
Geoffrey McDonnell
Upgrade
Mark McLoughlin		
Stuart McMahon		
Paul Mcmillan
Upgrade
Darren Meehan		
Nick Melarkey
Upgrade
John Miller		
Simon Molloy
Upgrade
Kevin Morhen		
Stephanie Morris		
Neil Morris		
Ben Moss		
Shand Muller
Upgrade
Stuart Murphy		
Paul Murphy		
Paul Nelis		
Ashley Nevols		
Simon Newman		
Chidi Nwosu		
Elizabeth O’Brien		
Graham Oliphant
Upgrade
Daniel Orr
Upgrade
Michael Palmer		
Mark Palmer		
Jason Parnell		
David Penman		
Mal Perrett		
James Peters		
Robert Phipps		
Stephen Pickup		
Dean Poole		
Paul Potter		
Kristian Randall		
Adam Reeds		
Dominic Reyes		
Ian Richards		
Tim Richardson		
Paul Richardson		
Christopher Ricketts		
Daniel Rogers		
Enda Rooney		

Keith Roser		
James Ross
Upgrade
Brent Schwarz		
George Sewell		
Stephen Shacaluga		
Mark Simpson		
Tom Sladden		
Paul James Slater		
Matthew Smith		
Jeffrey Smith		
Philip Smyth		
Joel Snape		
James Soley
Upgrade
David Spinks		
Philip Spurgin		
Jonathan Stacey		
Stephen Stares		
Sarah Stevenson-Jones		
Chris Stewart		
Pencho Studenkov		
Leon Taylor		
Graham Thomas		
Logan Thomas
Upgrade
David Tolley		
Bruce Townsend		
Alison Treacher
Upgrade
Jeremy Trotter		
Anthony Tyler		
Bilgin Unal		
Chloe Vickery		
Neil Walker
Upgrade
Brian Walker		
Brian Walshe		
Colin Weaver		
Stephen Wells		
Richard Whale		
Lynn Whenmouth		
Mark Whitbread 		
Jeffrey Williams		
Jerrard Winter		
Gary Wood		
Paul Wooldridge		
Michael Wynn		
Jahan Zeb 		
Mark Aiston 		
David Calvert 		
Alex Kay
Upgrade
David Bush
Upgrade
Eric Thomas
Upgrade
Glen Robinson 		
John Barker
Upgrade
John Downie
Upgrade

Affiliate Memberships

Artis Fire Solutions
3 Safety
A B Fire Safety Training
Advanced Safety Plus
Anthony James Estate Agents
APF Safety Services Limited
Armour Safety Management
Artis Fire Solutions
Athena Fire Consultancy
B K Consultants Ltd
Bell Lancaster
Building Safe
CDH Risk Management Ltd
Churches Fire Security Ltd
Compliance Plus Fire
CQC Registrations
Derisk UK Limited
Durward Safety
Eyton Solutions Ltd
Fire Clear Ltd
Fire Safe Façade Consulting Limited
Fire Safety Advanced Trainers
Fire-X
Franklins Training Service
Global HSE Solutions
GNP Structual Surveys
Gresham SMS Limited
Ignis Safety Consultants
Independent Fire Inspections Ltd
Jems Risk Management
JGS Fire Safety Limited
JRA Fire Safety Advisors
K A Safety Solutions
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London Energy Surveys
LTM Fire Safety
Manchester Fire Compliance
Milieu Consulting
Oakleaf
Onaek
Pace Fire
Prokon Limited
PYROLEC Limited
QCMS Quality Control Management Services
Safe Smart
Secure(it) Wales
Synergy Engineering (Logo is Firehub)
The Fire Safety Management Group Ltd
Trail Fire Protection
Trident

Technician

John Akuoko
Jacqui Alam
Peter Ambroziak
Calvert Antoine
Lauren Bell
Victoria Bevan
Blodwyn Prosser
Dean Boddington
Warren Boyt
Leon Brasier
Peter Brewster
David Bridges
Jonathan Brooks-Martin
Mike Burrows
Nicola Cheetham
Craig Clarkson
Steven Colley
Matthew Collins
Kenneth Cook
Jayne Cousin
Kimberley Craig
Lawrie David
Gemma Davie
Paul Davies
Ian Donaldson
Buu Duc Le
Anthony Farrell
DarrenFarrington
Chloe Fitton
Stuart Foster
Arfon Fry
Martin Frydenson
Guy Gamon
Andrew Gardiner
Alexei Ghavami
Gurps Gill
Nigel Graham
Ion Grama
Ashley Gregory
Emma Holley
Daniel Hooper
Richard Huckman
Wesley Jaworski
Alan Jones
Maria Lawrence
Irina Leusca
Cory Lumbard
Gareth McCue
Victor Mihai
Robert Miles-Barnard
Kevan Milsom
Emma Morgan
Brian Morrison
Barbora Palesova
Andrew Peters
David Poskitt
Sharron Price
Nicola Randall
James Richens
Barry Roan
Nigel Roe
Mohammed Sadiq
Abie Sanger
Nir Shpitzer
Matthew Smith
James Southern
Christine Spencer
Scott Thomas
Adam Tornay
Andon Tosunov

Robbie Wakefield
Jack Walker
Jack Wallis
Kevin Waters
Mike Wells
Scott Whitlock

Associate

Ansari Abdulla		
Albert Aidoo		
Susan Allen		
Matthew Barker		
Vincent Bassi		
Liam Bennett		
David Bennion		
Daniel Berry		
Simon Bevan		
Oliver Beynon		
Peter Biggs
Upgrade
Martin Blakeley		
James Borda
Upgrade
Emma Burdett		
Paul Cherriman		
Sam Cherry		
Gary Cliffe		
Lucy Cowell		
Jack Crooks		
Daniel Croucher		
Mark Dalton		
Darren Davies		
Mat Dean		
Simone Dolloway		
John Downie
Upgrade
Wayne Dowson		
Mark Edmonds		
Thomas W Escobar		
Celfyn Evans		
James Fay		
Simon Francklin		
Richard Franks
Upgrade
Irena Friedrichova		
Catherine Kelly Gibney		
Gary Gibson		
David Gillies		
Jason Gore		
Michael Graham		
Michael Green		
Robert Gregory		
Stephen Gregory		
Craig Hamer		
Nigel Harley
Upgrade
Colin Hastings		
Gary Hodge		
Daniel Hunt		
Ally Isom-Leonard		
Louise Jackson		
Michal Jankowski		
Steven Jones		
Mark Kavanagh		
James Kelly
Upgrade
John Kernaghan		
Jackson Leary		
Antony May		
Pauline McCabe		
Jay McDonagh		
Lynn McDonagh		
Robert McDonagh		
Jay Meaney
Upgrade
Matt Merrison		
Peter Morris		
Denis Sean Murphy		
Daniel Newton-Treadwell		
Michael Pereira		
Jason Petchey		
Lorraine Philp		
Stephen Pithers		
Robert Pollard		
Samuel Pritchett		
John Raper		
Terence Rebanks		
Alexander Riach		
Mustafa Sharif-Ali		
Michael Simpson
Upgrade
Peter Slator		
Andrew Sly		
Jonathan Smith		
Darren Smith		
John-Paul Stevens		

Behnam Tahmassebypour 		
William Thompson
Upgrade
Lee Thorley		
Afamdi Unaka
Upgrade
Michael Vout 		
Gary Watts		
Billy Wells		
Jonathan Wensley		
Paul Westwick		
Daniel Whiteley		
Holli Willis		
Paul Wilson		
Steven Woodward		
Ruth Woodyatt 		
Michael Wright		
Mark Young		
Sara Young		
Abid Zaman		
Ella Barter
Upgrade
Jason Matthews
Upgrade
Steve Glidewell
Upgrade
Irena Friedrichova
Upgrade
Anthony Glover
Upgrade

Student Grade

Rabab Hanaei Hosseini
John Richardson
Matthew Thraves

TFRAR - Tier 1 Entry Level Register
Ian Sinton
Jeffory Scott
Shane Bailey
Steven Hobin
Logan Thomas
Arfon Fry
Scott Macarthur
Jayne Drake
David Bryant

Mark Simpson
Neil Johnson
Alessandro Traballano
David Murphy
Chloe Overy
Emma Holley
Emma Morgan
David Wheeler
Paul Cherriman

TFRAR - Tier 2 Competent Fire Risk
Assessors Register (CFRAR)
Zoe Giles
Jason Matthews
Peter Colley
David Edward
Alexander Aiston
Richard Hennelly
Robert Howard
Callum Graham
Gary Cliffe
Andrew James
Raymond Maclean
Mark Tattersall
Sukhvinder Soor
Robert Sherman
Adrian Gallimore
Alan Rybacki
Jayne Drake
Paul Williams
Abigail Dowling
Matthew Finch
John Holland
Tim Lock

Fraser Gregory
Christopher Haggar
Stuart Beddoe
Leonard Newman
Simon Forth
Joshua Alderson
Ian Markwell
Julian Whiting
Andrew Slater
Phillip Hales
John Feeney
Bob Dow
Anthony Tyler
Stuart Granger
Steven Colley
Michael Wright
Allison Jaques
Vicki Swaine
Johnny Daffue
Jeremy Trotter

TFRAR - Tier 3 Nationally Accredited Fire
Risk Assessors Register (NAFRAR)
Steve Dilloway
Mark Mortimore
Jonathan Holt
Ellis Arnet
Simon Pauley
Matthew Spivey
Kristian Randall
Scott Hartnoll
James Borda
Jeff Watkins
Paul Blakeman
Alistair Askew
Philip Smyth
John Agnew
Barry Roan
Craig Bridge
Stuart Murphy
Roderick Hall

James Soley
Kenneth Forrest
Gordon Clark
Wayne Dunning
Gordon Ross
David Whitaker
Chidi Nwosu
Christopher Ricketts
Adrian Simpson
Simon Cable
John Miller
Marc Anderson
Guy Doyle
Marc Harries-Watkins
Grant Barker
Graham Newby
Neil Morris
Andrew Thompson
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